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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
•
•
•
•

● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Current Program Archives
Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “More Archives”
Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at the top.
You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

Thank you!

BBS: • A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $300 each week; this week, we need $70 - Many thanks to everyone.
• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal
button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for one of the 2 the T & R PROGRAMS, or the
Thursday night program: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all of your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
T & R: • T & R have moved; rent for the new spot is $1000 / mo; due on 1st of the month –
NO EXCUSES ACCEPTED OR IT BECOMES AN EXTRA $50 / DAY
- also need food & gas money this week; some bills at $222
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website:
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
Koran9999@hotmail.com
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

MR:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

HARD NEWS
T:
They tell Cheryl what Dodi & Di said when Rama asked what could people do
T, R:

Both e-mail addresses are functioning.
• Also thanks to people for their generousity, and for paying it forward for the rent.

• Dodi and Di are absolutely clear on the importance of sound, colour and vibration as ways of healing and
helping
• They are very much alive, and travel around the planet via shuttle craft
• Believing what is possible is what makes it possible: I will see it when I believe it.
Israel: refuses to attend the conference in Egypt
• the capture of the one Israeli soldier: never went missing, he and 2 others are dead – she has
heard this from several news sources
• The story of the capture was constructed by the Israelis, as was the killing of the 3 Israeli
teenagers – they did it 2 weeks before the story was back-tracked somewhat
Camp Lovewave:
• a Los Alamos scientist was fired for talking about what is going on there
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• Dr James Doyle said he was taking a risk by coming on and talking about the other side of the
story and what was going on, but decided to speak anyway, in spite of the confusion around the
story
• worked in a part of the labs where he regularly witnessed grays, the little Zeta Reticuli, working
alongside bird people, reptilian people – they were chained together with some kind of energy chain
that glowed – a kind of force field so they can't go through walls, etc
• He said there is a major evolution, revolution happening and all the galactics being used for not nice
purposes had an etheric meeting of minds and decided mutually it was time to shut the lab down.
• The lab is on sacred Indian land which is an abomination.
• This goes back to Oppenheimer and the 2 bombs and Los Alomos creating the first atomic bombs.
• More than 1600 Palestinians dead as of this morning; all based on absolute lies
• It is 8 years now since the blockade was placed around Palestine. Rama got some pictures via
Twitter; one clearly shows the casings on the bombs saying “ Made in the USA”
• Some 57,000 number of pictures showing the people in Syria who have been killed, beheaded, starved to
death in Syria
• Syria, Damascus – Bashir Al Assaud's brother is in charge of the military; he's ruthless.
• Dodi, Di – all of this stuff has to do with the 13 families & the Book of Numbers in the old testament
which has to do with the fake Khazars in Israel; also involves the pedophile Mr Francis;
• they want to play out the final chapter of Revelations and bring in an ET savoiour as the anti-christ
and a fake alien invasion
• Jeshu said no one knows the hour of my return:
T: It is not about the return of a person: it is about people having the return of the Christ in
themselves
• There are no more gurus, no more relying on an individual – all of us together, no longer idolizing
one person or saying “I am ISIS returned” or I am Kuthumi returned” - NO;
• It is a body of wisdom that is a teaching which combines teachings from astrology and various
other sources that are combined in a unique way and we resonate together
• Los Alamos: Professor Doyle said a book to be released in the fall by Mr Francis that has to do with the
playing out of the last, second coming – Doyle said someone is here already and is already doing
the work: Kalki Maitreya.
• There are numerous Kalki Maitreyas on the planet in the physical: Raj Patel is one aspect of them
who has a certain series of disciplines that he learned this lifetime which makes him a master in
how to bring in the philosophies of the 10th incarnation with the systems of finance, politics,
exopolitics, quantum physics that will go with the new finance,
• We are going to learn how to do the New Sara law, the new economy which combines the divine
feminine with divine equality which has never happened on this planet before, ever!
• ISIS, the first volunteer to descend into this world with a veil, in her original incarnation, was born
to ab-original people in the outback of Australia
• the “ab” means the original incarnates into this created world which was a descent into the
material existence plane, with the agreement that we would co-create this form to come in in this
way with the limitations as a test - we were clamouring to come into this plane because it was a
test for us.
R: the greatest gift to be here at this time: as we created this story and the planet, we have to finish the
story
T: the equal and opposite effect to what is going on: humans are at their best when they are at their worse,
as Mother always says: we are giving ourselves the biggest test to bring ourselves to a balance
and bring the opposite effect into play
• We have enough time, money, love, food, air to breathe and so on to make a beautiful world
Everyone, even those with various handicaps – if it looks like a handicap in one dimension can
bring the opposite effect in another dimension
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R: Creator Source does not make imperfections
T: Beauty is in the eye of the beholder; if you have something that looks like a handicap in one
dimension, means there is an equal and opposite gift somewhere else – perceiving that is truth is
#1 – if you don't accept that as a truth, you are handicapped yourself
•
• We are committing crimes as a people doing anything else with mass genocide in the open air prison of
Gaza. Netanyahu has all kinds of demons giving him more ideas!
R: Senator from CT - a staunch Republican – Lieberman - is one of Netanyahu's best friends!
T: head of WHO – she said this particular strain of Ebola is airborne – lots of denial about this.
• Prof Doyle said he could not prove it, but he thinks it's a laboratory creation, on purpose to kill as
many people as possible – and people in WHO would be willing to say it's airborne or whatever
• How come there is no vaccine for this? Because there is not enough money in it!
• She gives all the symptoms – Ebola develops rapidly once it hits. The flu kills many more people
because it incubates for such a long time 4-6 weeks before you come down with it.
• also the AIDS virus which was a lab-made thing and got it out among the people by putting the
virus in the animal breeding stock. The scientists cross bred bovine leukemia virus and sheep brain
rot disease and put it in the animals. People can carry the AIDS virus in their bodies before it
manifests
• The seat of this goes back to greed! And the hope of a higher vibration and the grasping of higher
wisdom – they maimed, killed, programmed, dissected ET who came here to help the human race
out of their dilemma – all stems from what Amy Goodman calls The War and Peace Report
• The War and Peace Report: there is an Inner war and an outer war; as we embrace the
perception of higher vibrations and navigate the colour, sound and vibration patterns we can literally
set the pure intention, pray the peace, and move all of time and all of space into a higher sense
perception of the truth and literally manifest that!
• T is hanging out with her GEM sphere and using it as a conduit for all to be well with all beings.
Dodi and Di: said that Bill Clinton gave $40 M to Mahmoud Abbas. As T said: need to stop the war and get
the electricity going; R says heaven and earth is being moved in that area so these things can be
done. Also Ross Perot gave an 8 figure number to Abbas, as well.
• Speaks of Obama and how he is leading the country with great humour and clarity – talks of the
disgusting bill they created that provides for more border guards which is not what is required.
• The Republicans are making life so difficult for business to be conducted in the US
• Within 24 hours, the Republicans contradicted themselves vis a vis Obama & executive orders.
• Listened to Pirate TV and about the suppression of unions: unions require one to know is that there is a
corporation are involved – Germany has a rule that 50% of the Board members are union
members, by law. In the US there is no sharing: in Germany, it's 50/50 yet there are still ways to
get around this – the 4th Reich is still alive and well there and in US.
• In Feb 1997, Saudi King Fahad spoke to Mother Sekhmet through Rama - Mother was bugging him all
through that Ramadan period: he gave $42 TRILLION to the Farm Claims through the 1 st
Continental Bank of Illinois – 42 limousines parked along the avenue! Bush tried to sneak some $
out of that account
• 1997- at the same time, Itzak Rabin, Bill Clinton, Yasser Arafat had it in the bag/ things worked out so
there would be one state solution called Palestine and would announce the presence of the
galactics too - then Itzak Rabin was assassinated; Bill C had gotten back in office
• In 1995, Swatzinger was killed and cloned in solitary confinement and they thought they had
killed the Farm Claim dead – it had only gotten a hearing in a court in 1993.
• At the same time, Clinton started showing up with those huge bags under his eyes, and Hillary
got off the murder of her lover Vince Foster. And the OJ Simpson trial was all over the front pages.
• In January, 1997, Lady Di came to the US and was interviewed by Barbara Walters
• At the same time, the lightworkers were making thousands and thousands in the markets; during
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the 2 terms of Clinton presidency, people were chasing money and the justice system went down
the tubes.
Melissa Harris Perry this morning: about Eric Garner who was killed because of a choke hold;
• death ruled as a homicide – Al Sharpton was beside the family members as they spoke – only
way things are getting done is by individuals pushing things through.
• Dr Kent Bradley taken by ambulance to the Emory University Hospital in Florida – at the private entrance,
people expected him to be taken out on a gurney and he was able to walk out, dressed in a hazmat
suit.
• In the new dispensation, there will be no money involved, so all of this thing about not making a cure
because it is not 'cost effective'. There will be a short period
Dodi and Di said to do research, do colour, light and sound work and do light language research.
• T explains what Cheryl Croci does every Sun and Mon pm and the importance of all us working
as one consciousness
Reading: The Wisdom of the Lotus Sutra
[SEE BELOW]
http://www.daisakuikeda.org/main/philos/essays-on-buddhism/buddh-lotus.html
• Talks of research done on Chimpanzees and finding out they are foodies: will travel for 80 minutes to find
the best fruit to eat. A magazine called Current Biology & the work one researcher for 8 years to
teach them various things
• Brings in the impact of environment on human development
Audio: Nam Myoho Renge Kyo – the first part of the Lotus Sutra – invokes the Buddha presence in all
living things
Nam Myoho Renge Kyo
http://youtu.be/NY5X6-pjpzs
Nam-myoho-renge-kyo (Daimoku) is the mystical Law which controls the life in the universe. Chanting this
mantra, you can harmonize your lives to the perfect rhythm of the universe, enhancing your
condition, wisdom, compassion and luck in order to effort the challenges of life and reach
Enlightenment.
Audio: Michelle Obama

The Last Word With Lawrence O'Donnell

2014, July 30

Rewrite: A new future for girls
• Lawrence O’Donnell looks at how First Lady Michelle Obama is rewriting the vision for girls and
women around the globe.
Audio: Mike Papantonio speech from August, 2012 – Ring of Fire
Fighting Bob Fest 2012: Mike Papantonio’s speech adds to the successful, inspiring progressive
event (video)
Posted on September 16, 2012 by .
While it may not be as charming or “old-school” as the Sauk County Fairgrounds in historic
Baraboo as it had been the stage originally, the annual Chautauqua “Fighting Bob Festival” at the
Alliant Energy Center venue certainly offers some great progressive speakers and break-out
sessions on the major issues of the day. Ed Garvey, Jim Hightower, Phil Donahue, Gwen Moore,
Dr. Jill Stein, Stan Gruszynski, Bill McKibben, Tammy Baldwin, Peter Leidy, Norman Solomon,
John Nichols, Greg Palast, Buddy Roemer, Mahlon Mitchell, Juan Cole, Ruth Conniff, Mike
Papantonio, Paul Soglin, Matthew Rothschild, the Solidarity Singers, the Ragin’ Grannies and
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others were there. PRWatch and others had some fantastic breakout sessions on ALEC, climate
change, voter suppression and other important issues of the day affecting our democracy. The
ruling regarding shutting down portions of Walker’s anti-union “collective bargaining” part of Act
10 gave the event a glow that there is the possibility of fighting back and getting results.
There were so many great speeches presented at the event. Here is an excellent example from
Mike Papantonio with an introduction by John Nichols:
http://vimeo.com/49532395
Audio: DICK GREGORY - 9/11 & THE AMERICA TOO FEW KNOW ABOUT
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=DrU9IDAC84s
Published on Sep 22, 2013
Phone your local public access TV station and ask them to broadcast this film to your local
community. Your station can download the film in TV broadcast format from PEGMedia.org at
http://www.pegmedia.org/index.php?q=m...
Dick Gregory renown activist, insightful philosopher, anti-drug crusader, legendary comedian,
author, actor recording artist, nutritionist. This talk enlightens and inspires one to stand up and
make things happen for a better world for everyone. Covers 9/11 and more. Dick Gregory speaks
on the importance of the 9/11 truth movement and the foundation the civil rights movement
created that made the 9/11 truth movement possible. This wide ranging talk underscores how
government and the rule of law is systematically abused by a few.
Constructive and creative ways are highlighted for living and nurturing the 9/11 Truth movement
and the very many other all inter-related movements a foot across the planet. Main stream media
at one time had a mass audience of over 70 million people each night which was used along with
major universities to dominate what the American and world public. thought. Today that nightly
number is under 7 million. The internet allows everyone to find out about much of what is actually
happening.
Only a certain few buildings were evacuated during 9/11. Buildings near by were not evacuated.
Many other discrepancies are covered showing this kind of decision making has been going in
high places since the country was founded. Some people are well aware of this. Too many
people think it could not happen to them and look the other way. September 11 was another
wake up call that it can happen to anyone.
It is imperative the internet is used to get beyond the usual choir so that everyday people can see
for themselves what is actually going on.
Dick Gregory challenged segregation in high school, was on the frontline in the sixties for civil
rights, for peace, challenged the factual inaccuracies of the official reports on JFK, MLK, RFK
assignations, and 9/11; outspoken for women's rights, economic fairness, human dignity;
confronts entrenched abusive power.- political, economic, social; a life long "drum major for
justice and equality."
He is a fully committed social and moral force. Has done many week fasts in protest more than
60 times. One time in Iran, to 97 pounds, for the release of American hostages.
Recently he reversed lymph cancer through healthful nutrition, exercise, instead of traditional
medicine's chemotherapy.
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He challenges the factual inaccuracies of the food industry and the promotion of eating
unhealthful foods and harmful practices towards animals. He has helped people with morbid
obesity.
Included among his, friends such luminaries as Dr. Martin Luther, Jr.,John F. Kennedy, John
Lennon and Muhammad Ali.
Through his wit, wisdom and dedication to countless causes for decades Dick Gregory is one of
the most uplifting activists of all time.
See a short biography here:
http://www.dickgregory.com/about_dick...
Better yet read his autobiography and his memoir.
This talk was given at the 9/11 Commemoration Conference - 2013, September 14-15, The
Sheraton Pentagon City, Arlington, Virginia.
This is a great presentation as one expects from Dick Gregory. Humor and kindness is used to
make these issues clearly understandable. Essential for nurturing better communities across the
world.
-Produced: September 2013, Episode: DG1, Category: Education

Music
Astrology:
Richard
Fri: Venus square Uranus; Venus in Cancer trine to Saturn;
Sat: Mercury in Cancer; Mercury conjunct Jupiter and then square Mars; moon going into Scorpio
Sun: moon square Jupiter, trines Neptune; 1st qtr moon at 12* of Scorpio
Mon: moon conjuncts Saturn
Tues: goes into Sag and will trine Jupiter and square Neptune
Wed: moon trines Mercury, Uranus in Aries - a fire trine going on both Tues & Wed
Thurs: Mars trines Neptune in the morning;
Fri: Mars is 8* of Scorpio; Mercury trine Uranus; sun trine Uranus later
moon will be in Capricorn which should dampen things a bit 8 – 8 Lions gate
Sat: moon goes into Aquarious
2014, July 30

Pele Report, Astrology Forecast

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=DoQ6SaSZ-SQ
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click here for the First Quarter astrology chart
Within the 3rd dimension,
There is only so much space,
If I’m to expand with integrity,
I must learn to negotiate.
English transcription | Spanish translation | French translation | Pele Report mp3 only
Welcome to the passionate pass of Mars through Scorpio being joined by the Moon this weekend!
Scorpio is the battleground where there is either victor and submission or unified cooperation
leading to more powerful expression. I hope your urge to merge is tempered with intelligent
communication leading to greater understanding and results than wanton self interest at the
expense of others……yikes! One leads to misery and the other to ecstasy….. choose consciously!
…. Namaste’
Music this week is by the awesome http://cygnemusic.com/ The song is Connect off her album Rise
Up! You should check out the lyrics which follow the intro that I used for the report….. too good!
Reading: The Oracle Report Saturday, Aug 2 – Sunday, Aug 3

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: The Theme for August 2014 is FOCUS and BOUNDARIES

[SEE BELOW]

Conference Call
Caller1: has been to a body, mind and spirit expo – met all kinds of practitioners, young, aware, active –
from Austin, San Diego; a young doctor who wants doctors to get off the old paradigm
• they want to help develop the Cities of Light
• also the Global Climate March on Sept 21st
T: the young people are leading us
Melissa brought up the whole refugee story back to the door of the US who set it up the drug stuff
Dick Gregory talked about Bill Clinton setting up the drug running from Arkansas
C1: AVAAZ.org – petition title – new earth communities jobs bill
T: The younger kids like the ones C1 met will be the ones who change the education curriculums in due
course
T: The younger kids refuse to be programmed; after the bombs were dropped, something changed
in the human psyche – this is when the prophets generation came in, yet some of us were tuned
into this even before
C1: brought up on military bases – programs so deep, caste systems; the words “happy hour” came from
the military – industrial complex – younger brothers were taught at a very early age to shoot people,
and then at the end of the day, they learned how to drink during “happy hour”
T: the people before Thom Hartmann – eg, Howard Zinn, Pete Seeger – would not do war; Zinn did serve
in Viet Nam as a bomber
C2: about impeachment proceedings against Obama
T: they will get their asses wiped right off the face of the earth: trying to say he is going beyond his
boundaries with some of the provisions in the Affordable Care Act – the insurance companies were
going to lose money;
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www.geoengineeringwatch.org
There's a program on Mt Shasta
BBS
Audio:

Dick Gregory – finish the tape

Reading: 2006, Sept 30 - an article by James Casbolt about the drug wars & what is behind them.
** The article is not longer available, having been removed from all sites. It is included separately, as
including it in this document means the document cannot be uploaded to the website.
[SEE BELOW]
Audio:

Keiser Report

[KR635] Abandoning America

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=oMg8wC35IHw
We discuss the US corporate rats abandoning ship for the United Kingdom where, despite a
public health system and higher minimum wage that Fox News claims would destroy America,
help keep corporate tax rates, in fact, lower for these formerly American companies wanting to be
ruled by the Queen. In the second half, Max interviews comedian Andy Zaltzman, author of “Does
anything eat bankers?” about Boris Johnson’s water cannons, Lady Godiva’s role in British
history and homeopathic money filling warehouses across London.

Reading:

parts of the information from the Buddhist teachings.

Closing:

a reading about “Mind” [continuation of what was already being read]
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
The Wisdom of the Lotus Sutra
[Excerpts from various volumes of The Wisdom of the Lotus Sutra, by Daisaku Ikeda]
http://www.daisakuikeda.org/main/philos/essays-on-buddhism/buddh-lotus.html
Volume I, pp. 14-15
The Lotus Sutra is an attempt to teach this truth [that each of us had always been a Buddha from the
eternal past and will always be a Buddha into the eternal future] to all in an easily comprehensible fashion.
Nichiren Daishonin, the votary of the Lotus Sutra in the Latter Day of the Law1, made it possible for all to
embody this truth in their daily lives. The Lotus Sutra teaches of the great hidden treasure of the heart, as
vast as the universe itself, which dispels any feelings of powerlessness. It teaches a dynamic way of living
in which we breathe the immense life of the universe itself. It teaches the true great adventure of selfreformation. The Lotus Sutra has the breadth and scope to embrace all people on the way to peace. It has
the fragrance of magnificent culture and art. It leads us to an unsurpassed state of life imbued with the
qualities of eternity, happiness, true self and purity, so that wherever we are, we may say, "This, my land,
remains safe and tranquil."
The Lotus Sutra has the drama of fighting for justice against evil. It has the warmth that comforts the weary.
It has a vibrant, pulsing courage that drives away fear. It has a chorus of joy at attaining absolute freedom
throughout past, present and future. It has the soaring flight of liberty. It has brilliant light, flowers, greenery,
music, paintings, vivid stories. It offers unsurpassed lessons on psychology, the workings of the human
heart; lessons on life; lessons on happiness; and lessons on peace. It maps out the basic rules for good
health. It awakens us to the universal truth that a change in one's heart can transform everything. It is
neither the parched desert of individualism nor the prison of totalitarianism; it has the power to manifest a
pure land of compassion, in which people complement and encourage one another.
* * *
Volume I, p. 46-47
A Buddha is a person awakened to the reality of his or her being, and naturally, to the reality of all human
life. That is the wisdom of the Buddha and the wisdom of the Lotus Sutra. The Lotus Sutra was clearly
expounded for all human beings, to enable them to attain true independence. It does not discriminate in
any sense between priests and lay practitioners, men and women, rich and poor, persons of high and low
status, or young and old. It is entirely for all humanity . . . The Lotus Sutra teaches that all equally possess
the potential for Buddhahood and that all have the ability to savor state of absolute happiness. It is worth
noting that Shakyamuni's intent to make Buddhahood accessible to all people is revealed by the language
he chose to preach the Buddhist teachings: the language of Magadha2, the everyday language of the
common people.
* * *
Volume I, pp. 189-190
Human revolution simultaneously leads to a revolution of society and of our environment. In "The True
Aspect of All Phenomena," the Daishonin cites Miao-lo's3 observation: "Living beings and their
environments always manifest Myoho-renge-kyo" (WND, p. 383).
T'ien-t'ai4, too, says that the land also possesses the ten factors of life. Life and its environment are not
separate things. They are inseparable. This is the origin of the principle that human revolution means a
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simultaneous revolution of the land and society. Viewed through the eyes of the Buddha--that is, from the
perspective of the true entity of all phenomena--all phenomena in the universe are one living entity.
Happiness for living beings independent of their environment is impossible. Similarly, peace only in terms of
the environment independent of living beings is also impossible. We cannot be truly happy while others
remain miserable. Nor is the misery of another that person's alone. The more happiness we bring to others,
the happier we ourselves become. As long as one unhappy person remains, our own happiness cannot be
complete. This is the perspective of life from the true entity of all phenomena. That is why endless
challenge to transform reality is the very heart of the true entity of all phenomena.
In his rationale for having written this thesis "On Establishing the Correct Teaching For the Peace of the
Land," Nichiren Daishonin states: "I say all this solely for the sake of the nation, for the sake of the Law, for
the sake of others, not for my own sake" (WND, 164). However fiercely the Daishonin was persecuted, the
flame in his heart for the salvation of others could not be extinguished.
* * *
Volume II, pp. 71-72
The important point is that the Buddha's preaching begins from a recognition of human diversity. The
Buddha asks the question: How can I enable each person to attain Buddhahood, notwithstanding
differences in circumstance, temperament and capacity? The Lotus Sutra, without departing in the least
from the reality of the individual, clarifies the path to Buddhahood for all.
The humanism of the Lotus Sutra comes down to the tenet of treasuring the individual. This is the Buddha's
spirit. The Lotus Sutra's fundamental objective of universal enlightenment begins with treasuring the
individual and can be realized only through steadfast adherence to this point.
* * *
Vol.IV pp. 185-186 The Life Span of the Thus Come One
"The Life Span of the Thus Come One," the sixteenth chapter of the Lotus Sutra, describes the Buddha
enlightened since the remote past, or the eternal Buddha. Just who is this Buddha? Commenting on the
passage in the Lotus Sutra that reads, "It has been immeasurable, boundless hundreds, thousands, ten
thousands, millions of nayutas of kalpas since I in fact attained Buddhahood," the Daishonin explains: "'I'
represents the living beings of the Dharma realm. Everyone in the Ten Worlds is referred to here in the
word 'I'."
The eternal Buddha of the "Life Span" chapter means all living beings. We are all "eternal Buddhas."
Ordinary people are Buddhas just as they are.
There are no grades or distinctions among people. We are all equal; we are all equally Buddhas. The only
difference among people has to do with whether, or the extent to which, we realize this in our hearts. From
the standpoint of Buddhism, that is the only meaningful distinction.
A Buddha is not someone displaying the thirty-two features or eighty features5. Our lives, originally, are the
Buddha. The universe itself is originally the Buddha. The appearance of the sun is a function of passion.
The illumination of the moon is also compassion, as is the beautiful respiration of green plants and trees.
The entire universe is a great living entity carrying out activities of compassion from the beginningless past
through the eternal future. This vast organism of compassion is the eternal Buddha. And the life of every
being in the Ten Worlds is one with this Buddha of the "Life Span" chapter. Faith in the Mystic Law is the
key enabling us to "return" to this original life . . . The Daishonin clearly states in the "Record of the Orally
Transmitted Teachings," "The 'Life Span' chapter reveals the original life of all beings in the Ten Worlds6.
This chapter is called the essential teaching, or honmon, because it is the gate (Jpn. mon) to the truth of
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eternity (Jpn. hon)."
* * *
1 The last of the three periods following Shakyamuni's death, when Buddhism falls into confusion and
Shakyamuni's teachings lose the power to lead people to enlightenment. It is said to correspond to the
present age.
2 India's most powerful kingdom during the time of Shakyamuni. It was ruled during his lifetime by
Bimbisara, followed by his son Ajatashatru. Later, in the third century B.C., King Asoka ruled this region,
which included Rajagriha, Eagle Peak and Bamboo Grove Monastery.
3 (711-782) Also known as Chan-jan. The sixth patriarch of the T'ien-t'ai school in China, in the tradition
that counts T'ien-t'ai as the first patriarch. Another tradition, which regards Nagarjuna as the founder,
counts Miao-lo as the ninth patriarch. Miao-lo reasserted the supremacy of the Lotus Sutra and wrote
commentaries on T'ien-t'ai's major works, helping clarify and bring about a revival of interest in the school's
teachings. He maintained the superiority of the T'ien-t'ai teachings over the doctrines of other schools.
4 (538-597) Also known as Chih-i. The founder of the T'ien-t'ai school in China, commonly referred to as
the Great Teacher T'ien-t'ai or the Great Teacher Chih-che (Chih-che meaning "person of wisdom"). The
name T'ien-t'ai was taken from Mount T'ien-t'ai where he lived, and this, too, became the name of the
Buddhist school he effectively founded.
5 Remarkable physical characteristics said to be possessed by Buddhas and bodhisattvas, symbolizing
their superiority over ordinary people.
6 Ten life conditions that a single entity of life manifests. Originally the Ten Worlds were viewed as distinct
physical places,
http://www.daisakuikeda.org/main/philos/essays-on-buddhism/buddh-lotus.html
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2014, Aug 2 – 3

The Oracle Report, Saturday, August 2, and Sunday August 3, 2014

FROM WISE OWL SAVANNAH
Saturday: Crescent Moon Phase: expand
Sunday: First Quarter Moon Phase: step out
Moon in Libra/Scorpio
Ruling Wisdom Goddess: Bhairavi (The Goddess Who Ignites the Heart)
Skill: lighten up
Negative Imprint: lost in the past, control issues, temper tantrums, imbalance
Positive Imprint: safe in the light, revitalization, rest, fun, creativity, balance
The Sun released a coronal mass ejection from an M1.5 flare yesterday at 2:12 pm ET/ 6:12 pm UT. This
is the first CME since July 8, when a massive M6.5 flare erupted. Yesterday’s CME came just before the
window of time I highlighted yesterday with the Moon’s opposition with Uranus. The Sun
empowered/amped up/energized the entire electrical system of the solar system, and with it the
approaching opposition between the Moon and Uranus. I suppose this was the “sonic boom” I referenced
yesterday. (Yesterday’s report remains posted below. Wisdom is gained by looking back and
understanding it in the light of today.)
The way to determine with the most specificity what energetic effect the CME has on the human psyche is
to look at the degree of the Moon at the time of the CME. The Moon was located at 14 degrees of Libra at
that time. The Sabian symbol for this degree is “in the heat of noon, a man takes a siesta.” The symbol
discusses rest, rejuvenation, and meditation. It implies respite when things are at their height and the
renewed strength that comes from it.
The two themes discussed yesterday were deep healing and revitalization.
The Sun (the divine being Sabaoth to the Gnostics) made a dramatic reappearance in the unfolding drama
of humanity. It’s role in yesterday’s scene was to assist “the expanding and energizing of deep and
meaningful changes, corrections, or rectifications that heal, transform, and liberate us.”
Look back to what was going on for you yesterday during the Moon/Uranus opposition between 4:30 pm
ET/ 8:30 pm UT and 9:00 pm ET/ 1:00 am UT. “Any events that occur during this window of time ultimately
serve to progress our personal evolution. Trust that the changes will put things in proper order.” What do
you think of this today?
The energy of a noontime siesta remains in effect all weekend, courtesy of the Sun. Inspiration and new
gradations of perspective are offered.
The past is close on our heels, haunting us and tempting us to turn back. We are like a ring of singing
stones bridging over the chaos this month and we don’t stop singing mid-way in. We don’t stop while in
mid-leap of faith. So we only want to look back in the past one day – yesterday. If a shadow from the
deeper past tries to ensnare you, let it go. Focus back on the present moment and the energetic blessing
Sabaoth bestowed on us. Lighten up. Go easy on yourself. Give in to fun. Find something beautiful.
A vibration of great power is created when we are able to hold two mindsets simultaneously. When we
clearly see and hold the reality of the truth of the way the world is right now (and understand that it is
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undergoing transformation that we are a part of ) and at the same time are also able to appreciate and
even love life, we are formidable beings. We split through the matrix and begin to weave things our own
way. We change the dream.
Happy weekend, everyone.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 1, 2014
Crescent Moon Phase: expand
Moon in Libra
Ruling Mahavidya: Bhairavi (The Goddess Who Calls to Heroism)
Skill: engender peacefulness
Negative Imprint: fussy, infectious negativity, self-denial, dragging up pain from the past, loss of popularity
or support, insincere, naïve
Positive Imprint: let go, lighten up, nurturing self and others, reward, rest, rejuvenation, truth, wisdom
Two themes are activated today: deep healing and revitalization. These two themes are strong throughout
the month, since they were energetically imprinted (with Chiron and Mars) back at the New Moon on July
26.
Recall that the energy for the month is like the Sabian symbol for the New Moon: “rock formations towering
over a deep canyon” or, more specifically, “a ring of singing stones bridging over the chaos.”
Today, the rock formations/singing stones (us) undergo structural reinforcement from a “sonic boom” from
the Universe. We experience the expanding and energizing of deep and meaningful changes, corrections,
or rectifications that heal, transform, and liberate us.
Even though this sonic boom from the Universe reverberates, it is gentle. The wave engenders
peacefulness. The energy asks us to give over our worries, fears, and lingering issues from the past and
let them be washed away. Take the opportunity to rest or play or perpetuate peace in some way today.
Mars, still in direct opposition to the Chiron Point of wounding and healing, disseminates the energy of “a
youth holding a lighted candle in devotional ritual” today. Bhairavi, the persona of Gaia Sophia who is on
duty this month, seeks to light a candle in our hearts. Light is prominent in today’s energy and
intentions/rituals are powerful. It is a good day to re-envision your hopes, wishes, and dreams for the
future. Big medicine here.
The Moon will make opposition with Uranus between 4:30 pm ET/ 8:30 pm UT and 9:00 pm ET/1:00 am
UT. Among the pantheon of planets, Uranus is the lead player for the whole year. Uranus is the Planet of
Changes; it brings surprises and swift shifts in direction. Uranus puts us where we need to be when we
haven’t been able to get there on our own. Any events that occur during this window of time ultimately
serve to progress our personal evolution. Trust that the changes will put things in proper order.
If you experience yourself, someone else, or a situation falling or coming up short, recognize the truth that
is being shown. In many ways, the nature of things is revealed to us today. True character, true feelings,
and true intentions are visible if we are brave enough to look. No one needs to take scraps if that is all
someone or something is offering. Is the situation pointless?
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We are profoundly motivated today by a quest to have what nourishes us. We crave care. We want to feel
taken care of and nurtured. There is one place where this is ALWAYS available, not just when the
energetics press the issue. This place is all around us. She is the divine being embodied as our planetary
habitat. She is Gaia Sophia. She cradles us in loving embrace and enfolds us in cosmic dreaming. Make
a connection with her if you haven’t already done so. Go outside and experience what it’s like to live on a
planet that is the manifestation of the mind of a great creator-artist. Come alive.
The Oracle Report
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2014, Aug 2

The Theme for August 2014 is FOCUS and BOUNDARIES

ART: ROSICRUCIAN ALCHEMY FROM MANLY
PALMER HALL COLLECTION
Here is the channelled theme of the month from the
always wise and insightful Lena Stevens from The
Power Path.com:
“This is a fiery and active month, demanding that
you put your mojo out there to be seen and heard,
to be focused and disciplined, and to get things
done. It is not a month to be ambivalent, wishy
washy, submissive, powerless and lethargic.
“There is an aggressive quality that comes with
the territory of all this masculine energy that will
need to be tempered through your own focus and
disciplined work with boundaries.
“If you are not clear about what you want and
always take a submissive position to others,
someone else’s strong focus will take over and you
may find yourself swept up in something that is not
yours. If you find this happening, don’t fight it, judge
it or resist it. Simply cut yourself off from it and let it
go.
“The aggressive quality of the month can result in fights, especially around being ‘right’, and we could
even see a rise in domestic violence, as some of the aggression will surely manifest physically.
“Because the month has a strong masculine and physical component, it’s a great month to actually
manifest something physically from your own creativity and focus.
“If you truly work with FOCUS and BOUNDARIES, you will see results. It is also a good month to clear
out any old patterning you may carry in your third chakra around masculine energy, aggression, safety,
being seen, being powerful, being clear in your intentions and confident in your ability to manifest.
“A lot of the work this month will be around the third chakra and using the energy of the sun to project
your creativity in ways that are seen more powerfully in the world. This will be tricky for those of you used to
always hiding behind others, giving your power away, allowing others to make your decisions for you, or
always doubting yourself.
“There is tremendous growth potential in this area but it may be rough on relationships, sleep patterns,
digestion and balancing your physical energy. Regular exercise where you push yourself a bit will be useful
this month as a way to handle the charge.
“How do you work with focus?
“For those of you who have trouble with focus (which is probably most of you) practice every day for just
a few minutes tuning out everything but one idea, one object, one sound. This is harder than it seems and
you will get to observe how much distraction you actually deal with all the time.
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“We are a multitasking culture that gets rewarded for being able to manage many balls in the air at the
same time. There is a time and a place for such talent, but this month the work is about strengthening the
opposite skill, FOCUS. Focus is like a muscle that needs to be toned and strengthened so that when you
need it, you know it will deliver for you.
“If you have clarity about something you wish to create or manifest, focus every day on that intention and
observe the distractions that threaten to take you from that one focus. This is where the BOUNDARIES
come in.
“Focus and boundaries go hand in hand because your boundaries around your time and space will
protect your focus. Your boundaries will keep the distractions out while building a strong container for your
own focus. The more you work with this the less you have the possibility of some one else’s focus
absorbing you into their drama.
“FOCUS is like putting a spotlight on something. BOUNDARIES are there to insure that what is not
under the spotlight does not interfere. Some of you have better boundaries in general than others.
“We would even say that some of you have boundaries that are too strong and are there out of a fear of
being seen or being intimate with others. Boundaries that are too rigid will not be useful, as they tend to
strengthen the hiding or withdrawing part of you rather than the protection of how you shine in the world.
“So it is important to examine your boundaries and observe them to see if they are non-existent, too
weak, just right, too strong etc.
“It is also a good idea to revisit the origin of certain boundaries to make sure the motivation behind them
is still appropriate. For example if you have a mistrust of others based on an old fear of being ripped off,
you may have a boundary that keeps you from ever collaborating with others and asking for support when
you need it.
“Having good boundaries will teach you when to say no and when to say yes. It is also important to
honor other people’s boundaries and not to take their ‘no’s personally…”
YOU PERSONALLY
“August has the potential be a fabulous month for you to breakthrough and heal your doubts, inhibitions,
self-deprecation and general inability to take action. It could be an uncomfortable month physically and
energetically for some of you that are not used to running great amounts of energy. It is really important to
be disciplined around the work especially regarding the third chakra. Your relationship with the masculine
will also come up this month for review.
“What is your relationship to and with the masculine? With the males in your life? With your own
masculine energy? Do you fear it? Do you disregard it as unimportant? Do you mistrust it? Do you judge it?
“The masculine as its greater archetype is generous, protective, focused, productive, clear, sincere, loyal
and steadfast. The masculine takes the creativity of the feminine and turns it into something solid.
“There is much work to do with embracing the masculine and allowing it to function fully. This is the
month where we have that kind of support. Solar energy from the sun embodies the masculine, as the sun
is an archetype of the patriarchal force. So work with the sun and make friends with the masculine.
RELATIONSHIPS
“Relationships will be challenged this month as they find new balance with boundaries and focus, and
work with tempering the aggressive quality of the influences. In learning about the appropriate use of ‘no’
and ‘yes’, your boundaries will be tested. How far are you willing to compromise and when is it enough?
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“Rather than trying to force current relationships to fit a new picture of what you want, focus instead on
bringing that new relationship picture into your personal experience. Then allow the relationships in your life
to either adjust to that new picture or not. Focus on how you want to feel in your relationships and work with
the energy of how you wish to be seen.
“It will be important not to take things personally as well as to give ample space for relationships to ‘work
things out’ in their own time. Be careful not to judge too quickly or make assumptions. It is not always what
it seems to be.
ENVIRONMENT
“Because of the fiery aspect of the month we could see some volcanic activity as well as increased fires
in some areas of the world. This is also a symbolism of your own internal environment where you could
experience your own volcanic activity and energy of heat. There is an explosive quality to the month that
could end up in more violent storms, and other weather phenomena. Remember that the external
environment always reflects what is happening on the inside.
“There is a lot of discussion these days about big changes in the environment and how difficult it is to
make accurate predictions. Embrace the change and accept quirky weather patterns as a permanent
positive expression of change on the planet instead of as something temporary.
HEALTH/PHYSICAL BODY
“We mentioned already that some of you might have issues around digestion, the third chakra and sleep.
We also suggest moving the body and increasing your physical activity level to train the body to handle
more energy. This is not a month to sit around and do nothing. If you insist on being a couch potato you will
become a very irritated and anxious couch potato. Say ‘no’ to the resistance to physical activity and get off
your ______ and move.
“You may have to work with some boundaries around protecting a time schedule around a new routine of
self-care. This may also take more focus and discipline than you are used to, but the rewards will be high.
“August is also a month where physical movement may be expressed through the actual moving of
location or job. This could be sudden. If it happens, trust that it is right and go for it.
BUSINESS/PARTNERSHIPS/PROJECTS
“Change, expansion, productivity, restructuring with ease, clarity of new intentions, and great movement
are all possible this month in business and around partnerships and projects. This is a month to be a bit
ruthless around your boundaries. If something is not working out, cut it off. If you have a problem employee
that you have bent over backwards trying to help, this would be the month to help them to move on.
“If you have been looking and searching for right work, this would be the month to refine your intentions
of what you truly want and then to use a bit of aggression to move towards what you want through FOCUS
and setting BOUNDARIES against your distractions.
“If you have been procrastinating something like your taxes or resume or filing, or any physical
organization of your environment that is supposed to support your business, work or finances, take some
time this month to organize, clear, throw away old stuff, connect and communicate with partners. Put some
good new energy into your projects.
“This is a really great month for manifesting as long as you know what you want, focus on it with clarity,
and set some good boundaries around your own discipline to do what it takes…”
Have a great month,
Lena”
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© Copyright 2014 ~ Lena Stevens All Rights Reserved
Lena Stevens from The Power Path.com offers a Monthly support Mp3 on her website here for $4.99 to
help you with support and making the most of the energies of the month.
And for a balancing yet complimentary perspective check out >>> Astrology Report for August 2014 from
Sarah Varcas~
Blessings!
~MM
http://www.mysticmamma.com/the-theme-for-august-2014-is-focus-and-boundaries/
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